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Summary.
--We derive a low-energy theorem connecting the weak radiative decays ~-~ y and e-->~ + =+ y. By expanding in powers of the photon four-momentum we then express the amplitude for ~r in terms of the nonleptonic process e~+ r~. We calculate the decay rates and branching ratios for all possible hyperon two-body weak radiative decays. In this paper we present a model for two-body weak radiative decays of the hyperons, e--~ ~ ~-7, based on the current-algebra model for the nonleptonic hyperon decays. What we essentially do is obtain a low-energy theorem connecting the two-body and three-body decay modes ~r and cr --> ~ ~ ~ -~-7. By expanding the latter amplitude in powers of the photon momentum k using Low's (1) procedure and keeping terms of order k -1 and k ~ only we express the decay amplitude for e-+ ~ + y in terms of the amplitude for the nonleptonie process r162 ~ + r~. Thus apart from this last step no more assumptions go into calculating the weak radiative two-body processes th,~n those which already went into the solution of the nonleptonie process. The results we find are in reasonable agreement with experiment for the decay mode ~+--> p ~ 7, the only mode for which data exist at present. An interesting feature of our model is the important contribution of the parity-violating amplitude to the decay r~te. A pole model for these decays based on a CP-invariant weak Hamiltonian with the properties enumerated below would give rise to parity-conserving transitions only and hence would not adequately describe (1) F. E. Low: Phys. Re~., 110, 974 (1958) . the processes. In the next Section we give a detailed discussion and derivation of our results and in Sect. 3 we discuss the evaluation of various decay rates and branching ratios. Finally in Sect. 4 we state our conclusions and make some comparisons with other existing models.
-Derivation of the sum rule.
Define the following retarded amplitude: '(#fl; 7(k) "~' ' (f x; y(k)[5(Xo ~[i~'(x) , o~w(0)] ]pa~}.
U~ and t~ ~ can be represented graphically as shown in Fig. 1 and 2 respectively. In U~ we effect the substitution jAi(x ) ," i ~*Ai
